Yeasts contain various protein-based genetic elements, termed prions, that result from the structural conversion of proteins into self-propagating amyloid forms. Most yeast prion proteins contain glutamine/asparagine (Q/N)-rich prion domains that drive prion activity. Here, we explore two mechanisms by which new prion domains could evolve. First, it has been proposed that mutation and natural selection will tend to result in proteins with aggregation propensities just low enough to function under physiological conditions and thus that a small number of mutations are often sufficient to cause aggregation. We hypothesized that if the ability to form prion aggregates was a sufficiently generic feature of Q/N-rich domains, many nonprion Q/N-rich domains might similarly have aggregation propensities on the edge of prion formation. Indeed, we tested four yeast Q/N-rich domains that had no detectable aggregation activity; in each case, a small number of rationally designed mutations were sufficient to cause the proteins to aggregate and, for two of the domains, to create prion activity. Second, oligopeptide repeats are found in multiple prion proteins, and expansion of these repeats increases prion activity. However, it is unclear whether the effects of repeat expansion are unique to these specific sequences or are a generic result of adding additional aggregation-prone segments into a protein domain. We found that within nonprion Q/N-rich domains, repeating aggregation-prone segments in tandem was sufficient to create prion activity. Duplication of DNA elements is a common source of genetic variation and may provide a simple mechanism to rapidly evolve prion activity.
A myloid fibrils are ordered protein aggregates characterized by filamentous morphology and cross-β-sheet structure (1, 2) . Amyloid fibril formation is associated with numerous human diseases, including Alzheimer's disease and type II diabetes. Prions represent a subset of amyloid diseases in which the amyloid state is infectious (3) . In addition to their role in disease, some prions and other amyloids appear to perform beneficial functions, such as acting as regulatory or structural elements (4, 5) .
Saccharomyces cerevisiae has provided a useful model system for studying prions. Numerous amyloid-based prions have been identified in yeast (reviewed in refs. 6 and 7). One of the best characterized of these is [PSI + ], which is the prion form of the translation termination factor Sup35 (8) . Sup35 has three functionally distinct domains: an N-terminal glutamine/asparagine (Q/N)-rich intrinsically disordered prion-forming domain (PFD) that is required for prion aggregation; a C-terminal (C) functional domain that is necessary and sufficient for Sup35's normal cellular function; and a highly charged middle (M) domain that is dispensable for both translation termination and prion activity, but stabilizes [PSI + ] (9, 10). Like the Sup35 PFD, most of the other yeast PFDs are Q/N rich; additionally, they tend to share other compositional features such as an underrepresentation of charged and hydrophobic amino acids (11) . Similar prion-like domains (PrLDs) are common in eukaryotic genomes, and mutations in some of these have recently been linked to various degenerative disorders, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (reviewed in refs. 12 and 13). However, this set of compositional characteristics is not sufficient for prion-like activity. In one comprehensive study, Alberti et al. identified the 100 yeast peptide fragments with greatest compositional similarity to yeast PFDs (14) . Each fragment was tested in four assays for prion-like activity: transient expression as a GFP fusion to measure the propensity to form foci, semidenaturing detergent agarose gel electrophoresis (SDD-AGE) to test for the formation of detergentinsoluble aggregates, in vitro monitoring of amyloid formation, and fusion to the Sup35 functional domain to assay prion activity. Although 18 of the fragments showed prion-like activity in all four assays, there was little correlation between similarity to known yeast PFDs and prion activity (14, 15) .
We previously used a quantitative random mutagenesis approach to define the compositional requirements for prion activity and found that, despite their relative rarity in yeast PFDs, hydrophobic and aromatic residues strongly promote prion formation (15, 16) . Unlike many amyloid-forming proteins that contain short, highly aggregation-prone segments, prion activity in the yeast PFDs appears to be more diffuse, with the prion-promoting residues distributed across larger, intrinsically disordered segments (15) . Based on these data, we developed a prion aggregation prediction algorithm (PAPA) (17, 18) , which is able to discriminate with reasonable accuracy between Q/N-rich domains with and without prion activity.
An obvious question is how proteins evolved these long, lowcomplexity disordered PFDs. One possibility is suggested by the "life on the edge" hypothesis of Tartaglia et al. (19) . They proposed that there is evolutionary pressure to prevent protein aggregation, but that once a protein arrives at a sequence that does not aggregate under normal physiological conditions, there is little selective pressure to further reduce aggregation propensity. Because most mutations will tend to increase aggregation activity, random mutation will cause many proteins to exist very close to this Significance Prions are self-propagating protein aggregates. We designed rational mutations in four nonprion proteins to examine possible mechanisms for how new prions could evolve. In each case, a small number of mutations were sufficient to cause the proteins to aggregate and, in two cases, to create prion activity. We likewise showed that simply creating tandem repeats of aggregation-prone segments within nonprion proteins can be sufficient to create prion activity, suggesting that such segment duplication may represent a mechanism for generation of new prion domains. aggregation threshold. Thus, if domains with prion-like composition evolve for reasons unrelated to prion formation, this theory predicts that a relatively small number of mutations should be sufficient to push them over the edge and into aggregation. If the ability to propagate as prions is a relatively common activity of Q/N-rich aggregates, then many nonprion Q/N-rich domains may likewise be just a few mutations away from prion activity. Indeed, functions independent of prion activity have been identified for some yeast PFDs (20) (21) (22) , so it is possible that these functions preceded acquisition of the ability to form prions.
We previously proposed a second mechanism for how yeast PFDs could rapidly evolve (23) . Oligopeptide repeat segments are found in multiple prion proteins, including PrP, Sup35, and Rnq1, and expansion of the PrP (24) or Sup35 (25) repeats increases prion activity. However, it is unclear whether the prionpromoting activity of these repeats is specific to these particular sequences. (23) , suggesting that although the Sup35 repeat region is important for prion activity, the repeats per se are not. If prion activity is insensitive to the primary sequence of the repeats, then why are repeats so common in PFDs? We proposed that oligopeptide repeats may be common in PFDs simply because they provide a simple genetic mechanism for generating PFDs (23) . Tandem repeats, both of single codons and larger oligopeptide segments, are common in eukaryotic genomes and can readily form due to errors in replication, repair, or recombination (27, 28 ). An easy way to generate the long low-complexity regions of consistent, modest prion activity that characterize yeast PFDs would be to create tandem repeats of short segments fitting these criteria.
We tested these two mechanisms for generating new PFDs by examining the mutations required to turn nonprion proteins into prions. Each mechanism makes specific predictions. The life on the edge model suggests that if a domain has amino acid composition similar to the yeast PFDs, but no detectable prion activity, it should require only a small number of mutations to generate prion-like activity. The repeat expansion model suggests that there is nothing particularly unique about the specific repeats found in yeast PFDs and that tandem duplications of any short segment with prion-like composition should be sufficient to generate prionlike activity. Strikingly, we find both of these predictions to be true.
Results
Targeted Mutations Increase in Vivo Aggregation. To test whether we could rationally design mutations to convert nonprion proteins into prions, we selected four PrLDs that were identified by Alberti et al. as having high compositional similarity to yeast prions, yet that showed no prion-like activity in four independent assays (14) . The selected PrLDs are from Puf4, Pdc2, Yck1, and YLR177W (Fig. 1A) . These PrLDs have PAPA scores ranging from −0.10 to 0.00. Because some studies suggest that Q and N residues have different effects on prion activity (29) , two of the selected fragments are Q rich and two are N rich.
Proline and charged residues strongly inhibit prion activity, whereas hydrophobic and aromatic residues promote prion activity (15) . We hypothesized that the non-prion-forming PrLDs could be converted into prions by substituting inhibitory residues with either neutral or prion-promoting residues to increase the PrLD's PAPA scores. Because strongly prion-promoting residues are relatively rare in PrLDs, even a small number of inhibitory residues can substantially reduce a PrLD's prion activity (30, 31) and PAPA score. Consistent with this, contiguous stretches with few or no inhibitory residues are significantly underrepresented among nonprion Q/N-rich domains ( Fig. 1 B and C). For example, among the 18 PrLDs shown by Alberti et al. (14) to lack any detectable prion-like activity, the longest contiguous stretch without a charged residue or proline is 30 aa; by contrast, of the 18 PrLDs that had prion-like activity in all four of the assays, 11 (61%) have stretches longer than 30 aa.
We therefore designed mutations to generate contiguous regions without intervening inhibitory residues. Because the two assays that we planned to use to test prion-like activity involved fusions to the C-terminal end of the PrLD, we concentrated the mutations on the N terminus. For each, we identified a contiguous stretch without an inhibitory residue and serially substituted adjacent inhibitory residues with a mixture of neutral (Q or N) or prion-promoting (F, Y, I, and V) residues until the PAPA score for the protein exceeded 0.10 ( Fig. 1A) .
To test whether these mutations were sufficient to cause the PrLDs to form foci in yeast, we expressed the wild-type and mutant PrLDs as fusions with GFP (PrLD-GFP and PrLD mut -GFP, respectively). As previously reported (14) , each wild-type PrLD-GFP fusion diffusely spread across the cytoplasm (Fig. 2) . By PrLDs. Strongly prion-promoting amino acids (W, Y, F, V, I, and M) are indicated in green, whereas strongly prioninhibiting amino acids (P, K, R, D, and E) are in red. Positions that were mutated are underlined. (B) PrLDs that do not show detectable prion activity tend to lack extended peptide stretches without prion-inhibiting residues. Alberti et al. (14) identified 100 yeast fragments with prion-like composition and tested each in four assays for prion-like activity. Shown are box-and-whiskers plots of the longest stretch without any prion-inhibiting residues for each of the proteins that showed prion-like activity in all four assays (Prion) and each of the proteins that failed all four assays (Nonprion). (C) Boxand-whiskers plot of the longest segments with no more than one prion-inhibiting residue.
contrast, each PrLD mut -GFP fusion formed foci or ring-like structures similar to those seen for known PFDs (Fig. 2 ).
Puf4 and YLR177W Mutants Support Formation of Stable Prions. The ability to form foci is common to many nonprion proteins. As a more rigorous test of prion activity, we examined the ability of each PrLD to substitute for the Sup35 PFD in supporting prion formation. Fusions of each wild-type and mutant PrLD to the Sup35MC domain were expressed from the SUP35 promoter as the sole copy of SUP35 in the cell. Prion formation by the fusion proteins was detected by monitoring nonsense suppression of the ade2-1 allele. ] formation by multiple orders of magnitude (33) ; this dependence on protein concentration is considered a hallmark of prion activity (8) . Thus, each fusion was tested with and without overexpression of the matching PrLD.
The four wild-type PrLD-Sup35MC fusions formed only very rare Ade + colonies, and transient PrLD overexpression had no detectable effect on Ade + colony formation (Fig. 3) , consistent with previous reports that these domains are unable to support prion activity (14) . The PrLD mut -Sup35MC fusions showed more varied behavior. The Yck1 mut -Sup35MC fusion was Ade + even in the absence of PrLD overexpression (Fig. 3C) , suggesting either that it was forming prions at a very high rate or that it had diminished activity, resulting in nonsense suppression. The other three PrLD mut -Sup35MC fusions showed clear prion-like behavior. Each formed only very rare Ade + colonies when expressed at endogenous levels, but showed a substantial increase in Ade + colony formation upon PrLD mut overexpression (Fig. 3) (Fig. 3E) . Thus, two of the four mutants were able to form stable, curable prions, whereas a third appears to form only unstable prions.
Controlling Prion Propensity. We next made a series of additional mutations in the YLR177W-Sup35MC and Puf4-Sup35MC fusions to more rigorously define the threshold for prion activity. The increase in prion activity in the original mutants was not simply due to the removal of inhibitory residues, as deletion of these inhibitory residues was not sufficient to turn the fusion proteins into prions (YLR177W Δinhib and Puf4 Δinhib in Fig. 4 ). Prion activity could be further enhanced by replacing more of the prion-inhibiting residues with prion-promoting residues. For example, the original Puf4 mut involved substitution of four strongly inhibitory charged residues and three moderately inhibitory histidines with four prion-promoting residues and three neutral residues. When the seven inhibitory residues were instead replaced with six prion-promoting residues and one neutral residue, the resulting construct (Puf4
6PP,1N
-Sup35MC) efficiently formed Ade + colonies even in the absence of overexpression, likely due to efficient prion-like aggregation (Fig. 4B) . Likewise, the original YLR177W mutant had five inhibitory residues replaced with two prion-promoting residues and three neutral residues (Fig. 1A) ; changing this ratio to four prion-promoting residues and one neutral residue created a fusion (YLR177W
4PP,1N
-Sup35MC) with no detectable ade − state (Fig. 4C ). For Puf4, we were able to modestly reduce the number of mutations required for prion activity. Substituting only the four strongly inhibitory amino acids with prion-promoting amino acids (Puf4
4PP
) was sufficient to create a construct with modest prion activity ( Fig. 5 A and B) . Interestingly, just substituting the last two of these residues (Puf4
2PP-b
) was sufficient for substantial prion formation, whereas a construct with just the first two of these residues substituted (Puf4 2PP-a ) showed no detectable prion formation ( Fig. 5 A and B) . For YLR177W, substituting four of the inhibitory residues with prion-promoting residues created a fusion (YLR177W 4PP -Sup35MC) with no detectable ade − state (Fig. 5 A and C), but attempts to further reduce the number of mutations required for prion activity were unsuccessful.
Finally, there appears to be nothing unique about the original set of mutations. For example, the original Puf4 mutant involved substitutions near the N terminus of the PrLD, but similar results were obtained with substitutions near the C terminus. Three lysines toward the C terminus break up a long segment without any other prion-inhibiting residues; substitution of these lysines with strongly prion-promoting residues was sufficient to create prion activity (Fig. S1, Puf4 
mut-B
). Likewise, wild-type YLR177W PrLD contains a 17-aa stretch without any prion-inhibiting residues; YLR177W mut was created by replacing the five inhibitory residues immediately after this stretch (Fig. 1A) , but similar results were obtained when the three inhibitory residues before this stretch were replaced with prion-promoting residues (Fig. S1, YLR177W 
).
Repeat Expansions to Create New Prion Proteins. We hypothesized that another way to create long segments with modest prion propensity and few intervening prion-inhibiting residues would be to make tandem repeats of a short segment fitting this description. To test this hypothesis, we identified four short stretches in the Puf4 PrLD (indicated as α, β, γ, and δ in Fig. 6A ) that lacked inhibitory residues. We avoided segments that were excessively Q/N rich, because it is already well established that glutamine expansions can promote aggregation activity. For each segment, we generated tandem repeat mutants designed to have PAPA scores of ∼0.05, 0.10, and 0.15. These mutants were tested as Sup35MC fusions.
At all four positions, prion formation increased with progressively longer repeats, although the exact length threshold and degree of prion formation varied substantially among the different stretches (Fig. 6B) . Interestingly, the results of similar experiments for YLR177W were less clear (Fig. S2) . At each position, at least some of the expansions showed an increase in Ade + colonies, but the length dependence was less linear and few of the segments showed the clear increase with overexpression that is generally observed for prion proteins.
There are two basic explanations for the length-dependent prion formation observed for the Puf4 expansions. First, repeated sequences may directly promote prion formation, for example by facilitating packing into the serpentine structures that individual PFD monomers are thought to adopt within prion fibers. Alternatively, the repeats may not promote prion formation per se, but instead may increase prion propensity simply by creating larger prion-prone regions. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we tested whether nonrepeat expansion would similarly promote prion formation. For the two repeat segments that showed clearest prion activity (α and β), we generated a parallel set of constructs where we scrambled the repeat elements (Fig. 6C) . To reduce any bias created by subtle primary sequence effects, two scrambled versions were created at each length.
Interestingly, the data seem to suggest that both theories may be true to some degree (Fig. 6C) . Some of the scrambled expansions did show prion activity, and generally more prion activity was seen at longer lengths. Overlaid on this general trend were clear primary sequence effects. At each length, there was variability between the two scrambled versions. And although there was a general trend toward longer constructs having more prion activity, there was one clear outlier: For segment β, although neither of the constructs containing five scrambled repeats showed prion activity, one of the constructs containing four scrambled repeats efficiently formed prions (Fig. 6C) . Additionally, prion formation generally occurred at shorter repeat lengths for the nonscrambled constructs than for the scrambled constructs.
Collectively, these data demonstrate that duplication of segments to create tandem repeats is a viable mechanism for the creation of new prions, and although this effect may in part be due to the actual repeats, it is at least in part a simple result of generation of larger prion-prone segments.
Discussion
Domains that compositionally resemble yeast PFDs are common in eukaryotic genomes (13, 14) . Although many of these have been shown to form either beneficial or pathogenic aggregates, a significant subset shows no detectable tendency to aggregate, even when overexpressed (14) . Our results indicate that many of these nonaggregating domains may be just a few mutations away from aggregating under physiological conditions. Furthermore, although our mutants had two to seven point mutations, it is likely that a similar effect may be possible with fewer mutations. PAPA, which was used to design these mutations, considers only local amino acid composition. However, although amino acid composition clearly has a dominant effect in determining the aggregation propensity of PrLDs (15, 37) , the exact positioning of prion-promoting mutations also has a significant effect (16) . Therefore, it is likely that with better prediction abilities or more thorough screening, more efficient sets of mutations could be designed.
As expected, it was easier to design mutations to make the PrLDs aggregate than to make them form stable prions. Although all four of the original mutants formed foci when fused to GFP, and although all four were able to form Ade + colonies when fused to Sup35MC, only two of the four showed the two stable states required to be truly considered a prion; the mutant Yck1 fusion lacked a stable Ade − state, whereas mutant Pdc2 fusion was unable to stably maintain its Ade + state. Nevertheless, the fact that two of the four mutants formed stable prions highlights how generic the requirements for prion activity are. It also suggests a simple mechanism for evolving new prions; it seems that mutation and selection will push many PrLDs to the edge of aggregation, such that only a few mutations are required to confer prion activity. This may explain why single-point mutations in so many different PrLDs are sufficient to cause degenerative diseases like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (13) .
Our results also demonstrate that creation of tandem repeats could serve as an alternative mechanism for generating new PFDs. Duplication of DNA segments-ranging from short microsatellite mutations (38) to large copy number variants (39)-has emerged as a major source of evolutionary diversity, and tandem repeats are common across various organisms (28) . Previous studies have clearly demonstrated that the Sup35 and PrP repeats can promote prion activity (24, 25, 40) . However, it was unclear whether this was due to specific sequence/composition features of these repeats or simply a generic result of expanding a prion-prone segment. Our current results strongly argue for the second interpretation. All four of the tested Puf4 segments resulted in prion activity when repeated in sufficient numbers. These sequences were quite diverse; our only criteria for selection were the absence of strongly prion-inhibiting residues and modest Q/N content (the selected peptides ranged from 17% to 56% Q/N).
One unexpected result did emerge from the repeat expansion experiments. Although the scrambled repeats still showed prion activity for sufficiently long expansions, they did so at longer lengths than their corresponding nonscrambled variants. This result could be a coincidence, due to the limited sample sizes of the experiments, or it is possible that repeat sequences per se may exert subtle prion-promoting effects; for example, the regular spacing of prion-promoting/inhibiting residues in repeat elements may promote the formation of specific amyloid structures.
Finally, there are key caveats that must be considered with these experiments. The Sup35 fusion assay has the possibility of both false-positive and false-negative results (41) . For example, because Sup35 is essential, a PrLD that is too effective at sequestering Sup35 may appear as a negative in the fusion assay. However, this seems unlikely to explain the failure of the four wild-type PrLDs to form prions, because each also failed to show aggregation activity in three other less stringent assays. A second possible source of false negatives is that the algorithm (14) used to select these domains was not necessarily perfect at defining the boundaries of PrLDs, so it is possible that one or more of our four PrLDs actually comes from a bona fide prion protein, in which imperfect selection of the PrLD resulted in a fragment without detectable aggregation activity. In particular, full-length Yck1 has been shown to stimulate [PSI + ] formation when overexpressed (42) , suggesting that the fulllength protein may have some prion-like activity. Finally, regions outside of the Sup35 PFD can influence prion activity (12) , so although we showed that a small number of mutations can confer prion activity on the Puf4 and YLR177W PrLDs, these domains may still not act as prions in their native context. Additionally, factors such as expression level, cellular localization, and binding partners likely all affect prion activity in ways that have not yet been fully defined. Thus, although our results show that many PrLDs may be just a few mutations away from supporting prion activity, more experiments will be required to determine how many of these domains exist in a context that is conducive to prion activity and to define these context requirements.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Media. Standard yeast media and methods were used as previously described (43) , except the YPD contained 0.5% yeast extract instead of the standard 1%. In all experiments, yeast were grown at 30°C. All experiments were performed in S. cerevisiae strain YER632/pJ533 (16). This These repeat expansion mutant PrLDs were fused to Sup35MC and tested for prion activity. For each construct, the region duplicated and the copy number of the repeats are indicated. PAPA scores of each PrLD-Sup35MC fusion are indicated in parentheses. (C) For each of the repeat expansions of the α and β segments of Puf4, two scrambled versions were made in which the primary sequence of the full repeat region was randomized while keeping amino acid composition unchanged. Each PrLD containing scrambled repeats was fused to Sup35MC and tested for prion activity.
strain's genotype is α kar1-1 SWQ5 ade2-1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3 sup35::
]; pJ533 expresses SUP35 from a URA3 plasmid as the sole copy of SUP35 in the cell.
Cloning of PrLDs. To generate the PrLD-Sup35MC fusions, the Puf4, YLR177W, Yck1, and Pdc2 PrLDs were PCR amplified from strain YER632/pJ533, adding a start codon at the beginning of the PrLD (see Table S1 for a complete list of primer sequences). PCR products were reamplified with EDR236 and EDR1341 and then cotransformed with HindIII/BamHI-cut pJ526 (37) into yeast strain YER632/pJ533. Transformations were selected on SC-Leu and then transferred to 5-fluoroorotic acid plates to select for loss of pJ533. The resulting products were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
All Puf4, YLR177W, Yck1, and Pdc2 PrLD mutants were generated by a twostep fusion-PCR method. First, the N-terminal portion of the PrLD-Sup35MC fusion was amplified with EDR302 and a mutant-specific primer, and the C-terminal portion of the fusion was amplified with EDR304 and a mutantspecific primer. For some of the repeat expansion mutants, either the N-or the C-terminal product was reamplified with EDR304 paired with an additional mutant-specific primer to finish adding repeats. Second, products of these Nand C-terminal reactions were combined and reamplified with EDR301 and EDR262. PCR products were cotransformed with AatII/HindIII-cut pJ526 into YER632/pJ533. Transformations were selected on SC-Leu and then transferred to FOA plates to select for loss of pJ533.
To generate induction plasmids, the NM domain of each mutant was amplified by PCR, using EDR1084 paired with a PrLD-specific primer. EDR1084 installs a stop codon and XhoI restriction site at the end of the M domain, whereas the mutant-specific primers installed a BamHI restriction site before the start codon. PCR products were digested with BamHI and XhoI and then inserted into BamHI/XhoI-cut pKT24, a TRP1 2-μm plasmid containing the GAL1 promoter (37) . Ligation products were transformed into Escherichia coli and analyzed by DNA sequencing.
To generate the PrLD-GFP fusions, each PrLD-Sup35M domain was amplified with EDR1924 and a PrLD-specific primer. PCR products were digested with BamHI and XhoI and then inserted into BamHI/XhoI-cut pER760 (16) .
[PSI + ] Formation. Prion formation assays were performed as previously described (16) . Briefly, strains expressing each PrLD-Sup35MC fusion were transformed with either pKT24 or a derivative of pKT24 expressing the corresponding PrLD under control of the GAL1 promoter. Cells were grown for 3 d in galactose/raffinose dropout medium lacking tryptophan, and serial 10-fold dilutions were spotted onto SC-ade medium, which shuts off expression from the GAL1 promoter and selects for [PSI + ] cells.
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